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Overview

• Stevens and the Naval Postgraduate School have begun a 3-year 
project to create a robust body of knowledge and a reference 
curriculum to advance systems engineering.curriculum to advance systems engineering. 

• DoD recognizes that their own SE success depends on having a 
well-accepted robust SE BoK on which standard practice, 

tifi ti d kf t d d ti bcertification,  and workforce competency and education can be 
based.  They are providing substantial funding for effort.

• BKCASE will likely follow similar approach as did SWEBOK andBKCASE will likely follow similar approach as did SWEBOK and 
GSwE2009, two analogous projects for software engineering and 
leverage other efforts such as NPS Modeling and Simulation 
Acquisition Curriculumq

• INCOSE and IEEE Systems Council have agreed to participate

• IEEE Computer Society and ACM invited to participateIEEE Computer Society and ACM invited to participate
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Babel
• There are many Systems Engineering (SE) workforce development 

initiatives that rely on a clear understanding of the knowledge that is 
included in SE and on how that information is organized – but there is no 
authoritative body of knowledge on which to rely

- INCOSE SE Handbook
- FAA SE competency model
- DoD SE competency model
- UK INCOSE SE framework
- INCOSE SE reference curriculum 

framework
- NASA SE Handbook
- etc

Everyone is forced to invent their own or rely on 
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y y
references to other non-authoritative sources
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BKCASE Vision and Objectives
Vi i
“Systems Engineering competency models, certification programs, 
textbooks, graduate programs, and related workforce development 

i i i i d h ld li i h BKCASE ”

Vision

initiatives around the world align with BKCASE.”

Objectives

1. Create a SE BoK that is globally recognized by the SE community as the 
authoritative BoK for the SE discipline.

2. Create a graduate reference curriculum for SE (GRCSE – pronounced 
“Gracie”) that is globally recognized by the SE community as the 
authoritative guidance for graduate programs in SE.

3. Facilitate the global alignment of related workforce development 
initiatives with SE BoK and GRCSE.

4. Transfer stewardship of SE BoK and GRCSE to INCOSE and other 
suitable professional societies after BKCASE releases version 1.0 of 

4

those products.
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BKCASE Systems Diagram
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Strategy
• Publish incrementally/iteratively with SE curriculum reference trailing 

SE BoK
• Involve professional societies from the beginning
• Build early consensus and maintain throughout
• Rely on and include academia, industry, and government
• Leverage volunteer labor for both authoring and editorial review Leverage volunteer labor for both authoring and editorial review
• Rely on existing source material wherever possible and involve 

principals from efforts that created source material wherever 
possiblepossible

• Use GSwERC and NPS M&S process as foundations
• Keep completely open and collaborative at a global level

U k h 3 th t t d b ild t• Use workshops every 3 months to sync up teams and build team 
relationships – rely on virtual and electronic communication at other 
times
K t f d l iti h fli t i• Keep team focused on value proposition when conflicts arise
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Exemplars

• SWEBOKSWEBOK

• GSwE2009

• Modeling and Simulation for Acquisition project
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SWEBOK Example
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SWEBOK Topic Text
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GSwE2009
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GSwE2009 Table of Contents
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GSwE2009 Authors
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GSwE2009 Content
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2007 Project Deliverables

Requirements (Spiral One) Design (Spiral Two)

P14.1 Def ine the dif ferent methods by which a model or simulat ion can be reused.  (To explain reuse methods, they 
include:  reapplying the model “as is” in a similar application; federating the model as a federate to a simulat ion 
federat ion using a simulat ion interoperability protocol; composing the model as a component with other models using 
composability approaches; and integrating the model as source code with other models using standard software 
engineering pract ices.)
P14.2 Given a model and a proposed reuse application for it , identify suitable methods to implement the reuse.
P14.3 Determine the level of  effort required to reuse a model, data set , or simulation in various applications under 
different reuse methods.
P14.4 Classify proposed reuse applications of a model, data set, or simulation as appropriate or inappropriate based 
on modeling paradigm, level of  resolut ion, and bounds of validity.  
P14.5 Ident ify the assumptions behind a model, data set, or simulation, and determine how those assumptions 
constrain appropriate reuse applicat ions.
P14.6 List  current simulat ion interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware 
libraries, and composability approaches that support reuse, and describe the advantages and disadvantages of  each.
P14.7 List  ex isting resources available for reuse, including model repositories, implemented federations, standalone 
simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for 
resources within repositories of them.

P14.1 Def ine the dif ferent methods by which a model or simulat ion can be reused.  (To explain reuse methods, they 
include:  reapplying the model “as is” in a similar application; federating the model as a federate to a simulat ion 
federat ion using a simulat ion interoperability protocol; composing the model as a component with other models using 
composability approaches; and integrating the model as source code with other models using standard software 
engineering pract ices.)
P14.2 Given a model and a proposed reuse application for it , identify suitable methods to implement the reuse.
P14.3 Determine the level of  effort required to reuse a model, data set , or simulation in various applications under 
different reuse methods.
P14.4 Classify proposed reuse applications of a model, data set, or simulation as appropriate or inappropriate based 
on modeling paradigm, level of  resolut ion, and bounds of validity.  
P14.5 Ident ify the assumptions behind a model, data set, or simulation, and determine how those assumptions 
constrain appropriate reuse applicat ions.
P14.6 List  current simulat ion interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware 
libraries, and composability approaches that support reuse, and describe the advantages and disadvantages of  each.
P14.7 List  ex isting resources available for reuse, including model repositories, implemented federations, standalone 
simulations standard object models and accredited data sets and describe the procedures for searching for

P14.1 Def ine the dif ferent methods by which a model or simulat ion can be reused.  (To explain reuse methods, they 
include:  reapplying the model “as is” in a similar application; federating the model as a federate to a simulat ion 
federat ion using a simulat ion interoperability protocol; composing the model as a component with other models using 
composability approaches; and integrating the model as source code with other models using standard software 
engineering pract ices.)
P14.2 Given a model and a proposed reuse application for it , identify suitable methods to implement the reuse.
P14.3 Determine the level of  effort required to reuse a model, data set , or simulation in various applications under 
different reuse methods.
P14.4 Classify proposed reuse applications of a model, data set, or simulation as appropriate or inappropriate based 
on modeling paradigm, level of  resolut ion, and bounds of validity.  
P14.5 Ident ify the assumptions behind a model, data set, or simulation, and determine how those assumptions 
constrain appropriate reuse applicat ions.
P14.6 List  current simulat ion interoperability protocol standards, interoperability frameworks and middleware 
libraries, and composability approaches that support reuse, and describe the advantages and disadvantages of  each.

Educational Skill 
Requirements

12) Topic list by hour of instruction; for each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and 
reference (if any): (continued)

3. Procedures for examining, acquiring, customizing, and reusing existing data resources; P15.3; 
to be determined

4. Using data documentation in each format to evaluate data utility; P15.4; [1] [2]
5. Using data encoding formats to encode or decode simulation data; P15.5; [1] [2]
6. Using data models to structure and organize data within a test and acquisition M&S application; 

P15.6; [1] [2]
7. Instituting and executing data security in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.7; to be 

determined
8. Performing data distribution in test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.8; to be determined
9. Performing data conversion for test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.9; to be determined
10. Effects of data conversion on data resolution and accuracy; P15.9; to be determined
11. Estimating effort required for data acquisition and creation in test and acquisition M&S 

applications; P15.10; to be determined
12 Ad ti  th d  d l  di  d t  i iti  d ti  f    t d  t   

10) Module learning objectives (continued):  Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P15.
P15.7 Specify proper security procedures for safeguarding classified data sets, both input and output, 

during and between simulation executions.
P15.8 Prepare for distribution of output data sets produced by simulation executions, including 

documenting data format, assumptions, accuracy, and applicability.
P15.9 Describe approaches, identify tools, and estimate resources required for converting data sets 

from one format to another (e.g., converting terrain data from DTED to CTDB) if needed for a 
particular M&S application.

P15.10 Estimate the effort required to acquire and create the data needed for a test or acquisition M&S 
application, based on data required for the simulation, existing data resources available, and 
data creation experiences.

P15.11 Describe case studies of successful data acquisition and creation for data-intensive 
applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, and the characteristics of 
those applications that made the reuse successful.

11) Course assessment plan:  End of module examination

9) Proposed references and texts (topics refer to these by number):
[1]  S. Adelman, L. Moss, and M. Abai, Data Strategy, Addison-Wesley, 2005.
[2]  B. P. Zeigler and P. E. Hammonds, Modeling and Simulation-Based Data Engineering:  Introducing 

Pragmatics into Ontologies for Net-Centric Information Exchange, Academic Press, 2007.
10) Module learning objectives:  Correspond to sub-ESRs for ESR P15.

P15.1 List the categories of data sets required (such as terrain databases, Ph/Pk tables, and sensor 
performance parameters) for typical model and simulation types.

P15.2  List the data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications in terms of data sets, 
data volume, data availability, data accuracy, data classification, data storage media, and data 
archival.

P15.3 Identify existing data resources available for reuse, including both unauthenticated (for 
simulation testing) and authenticated (for actual test use) data, and describe the procedures for 
searching for resources within repositories of them.  

P15: Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including estimating the resources 
necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

1) Module name:  P15-A  Data strategy (Application)
2) Module coordinator/point of contact: Dr. Mikel D. Petty.
3) Module description:  This module comprises topics to provide training to a “Application”

level of competence for program managers, systems engineers, and test and evaluation 
workforce members for ESR P15:  Manage the data strategy for an M&S effort including 
estimating the resources necessary to obtain sufficient data to populate the model.

4) ESRs that the module supports and the corresponding level of competence:  P15, 
Application.

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence: Module P15 U

Learning 
Architecture

resources within repositories of  them.
P14.8 Assess the incremental level of effort  required to make a model, data set , or simulation reusable, beyond that 
required to create it for single use.
P14.9 Ident ify the levels of  conceptual interoperability possible between federated simulations, and describe the 
extent of  funct ionali ty and reusability associated with each level.
P14.10 Describe case studies of successful reuse applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, 
and the characterist ics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for 
resources within repositories of  them.
P14.8 Assess the incremental level of effort  required to make a model, data set , or simulation reusable, beyond that 
required to create it for single use.
P14.9 Ident ify the levels of  conceptual interoperability possible between federated simulations, and describe the 
extent of  funct ionali ty and reusability associated with each level.
P14.10 Describe case studies of successful reuse applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, 
and the characterist ics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

P14.7 List  ex isting resources available for reuse, including model repositories, implemented federations, standalone 
simulations, standard object models, and accredited data sets, and describe the procedures for searching for 
resources within repositories of  them.
P14.8 Assess the incremental level of effort  required to make a model, data set , or simulation reusable, beyond that 
required to create it for single use.
P14.9 Ident ify the levels of  conceptual interoperability possible between federated simulations, and describe the 
extent of  funct ionali ty and reusability associated with each level.
P14.10 Describe case studies of successful reuse applications of commonly used models, data sets, and simulations, 
and the characterist ics of those applications that made the reuse successful.

Academic Partners:

12. Adapting methods and lessons regarding data acquisition and creation from a case study to a 
new test and acquisition M&S application; P15.11; to be determined

13. Analyzing a test and acquisition M&S application for lessons learned regarding data acquisition 
and creation; P15.11; to be determined

11) Course assessment plan:  End of module examination.
12) Topic list by hour of instruction; for each is given topic description, related sub-ESR, and 

reference (if any):
1. Determining data set categories for typical model and simulation types; P15.1; [2]
2. Determining data requirements for typical test and acquisition M&S applications; P15.2; [2]

g p
P15.4 Define commonly used formats for documenting data (i.e., meta-data) and describe how to use 

each form to assess a data set’s utility for a specific application.
P15.5 For each type of data used by models and simulations, define commonly used formats for 

structuring and encoding the data (e.g., XML for entity performance parameters or CTDB for 
terrain) and describe how the format supports correct and appropriate use and reuse of data 
sets so structured.

P15.6 Define concepts of data models (e.g., HLA object models), identify commonly used data models 
(e.g., HLA RPR FOM), and explain how data models relate to data sets.

5) Prerequisites assumed and the corresponding level of competence: Module P15-U.
6) Module maturity:  Portions of the material have been taught by the module coordinator in 

both Old Dominion University’s MSIM 601 course and in Certified Modeling and 
Simulation Professional examination preparation courses.

7) Number of hours estimated to deliver/teach module:  13
8) Proposed delivery modalities:  Face-to-face lecture, synchronous distance learning (live 

audio/video connection), asynchronous distance learning (web or CD).

George Mason University
Johns Hopkins University
Old Dominion University

University of Alabama at Huntsville
University of Central Florida For a complete set of 2007 deliverables, 

l   htt //di d /MSA /University of California – San Diego please see: https://diana.nps.edu/MSAcq/.
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NPS Engineering Case Studies

• Supplemental program material for courses.
• Case studies developed primarily for acquisition 

professionals who do not possess engineering 
ddegrees.

• Case study content focuses on describing 
underlying engineering concepts.

8 Case Studies Available Online at 
www.nps.edu/msacq

Modeling and Simulation Education for the Acquisition and T&E Workforce28Oct09 17



Education Suite

Modeling and Simulation Education for the Acquisition and T&E Workforce28Oct09 18



BKCASE Authors So Far…
1. John Baras from University of Maryland and IEEE Systems Council

2. Barry Boehm from University of Southern California  and fellow of INCOSE, ACM, IEEE.  Member of National 
Academy.

3. Tim Ferris from Defence and Systems Institute at University of South Australia and Director of Technical y y
Operations for INCOSE

4. Kevin Forsberg is co-inventor of ‘Vee’ model and fellow of INCOSE.  Runs CSM training company.

5. Sandy Friedenthal is one of the inventors of SYSML, INCOSE fellow, with Lockheed Martin

6. Bud Lawson runs his own consulting company, credited with the ‘Pointer’ concept in programming languages and 
an INCOSE fellow.

7. Alex Lee is Deputy Director of the DSTA College in Singapore and one of the leaders of the INCOSE Singapore 
Chapter

8 D id Ol ll f ith th N l P t d t S h l S t E i i D t t8. David Olwell, professor with the Naval Postgraduate School Systems Engineering Department

9. Art Pyster, professor with Stevens Institute of Technology

10. Garry Roedler is a senior SE employee at Lockheed Martin and written extensively on systems measurement

11 Bill Rouse is from GA Tech INCOSE and IEEE fellow member of National Academy11. Bill Rouse is from GA Tech, INCOSE and IEEE fellow, member of National Academy

12. Hillary Sillitto (tentative) is from Thales, INCOSE fellow, and named as INCOSE representative to BKCASE 

13. Alice Squires is faculty and researcher with Stevens Institute of Technology

14 Massood Towhidnejad is an author of GSwE2009 from Embry Riddle Aeronautical University14. Massood Towhidnejad is an author of GSwE2009 from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
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